Abstract-Controlling the welding process by monitoring the weld pool surface becomes more and more popular in robotic arc welding. In this paper, we propose a monitoring system to infer the P-gas metal arc welding (GMAW) weld pool geometry from the reflected laser lines, which are projected onto the specular weld pool and reflected onto a diffusive plane. The parallel straight lines are distorted according to the shape of the weld pool and thus contain the weld pool's shape information. Accurately computing the equations of the imaged laser lines in the world coordinate system is critical for the subsequent weld pool shape estimation. This paper focuses on accurately segmenting and identifying the reflected laser lines and novel image processing algorithms are proposed to fulfill this specific task. Experimental results verified the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ONITORING of the weld pool can help to control the welding process and increase the welding quality. Thus, many efforts have been put to sense the dynamic weld pool [1] - [18] . Among them, stereo vision methods [7] - [9] and the structured light methods [10] - [18] are the most popular ones. The two captured images by the stereo vision method are affected by the strong arc light and thus the quality is low. In addition, the stereo method has the inherent registration problem in finding accurate matches in the two images, its measurement accuracy is thus very low in sensing the weld pool geometry. For the most popular structured light method, a continuous laser with well-designed pattern is projected onto the specular weld pool and reflected onto a diffusive plane. The weld pool shape is then calculated from the distortion of the patterns. Both dot pattern [16] , [17] and line pattern [18] are used. In [17] , the weld pool shape is accurately measured by two cameras with closed-form solutions. Thus, it is the most accurate method among all of the state-of-the-art methods. However, it only measures the weld pool of gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) which is much steady compared to that of the gas metal arc welding (GMAW).
GMAW has a higher productivity than the widely used arc welding process GTAW because of its consumable electrode. However, the consumable electrode also increases the instability of the weld pool and complicates the process, which makes the monitoring process more challenging than that of GTAW which has a much more steady-going behavior. Consequently, monitoring of the GMAW process's welding pool surface becomes much more challenging. The dot pattern used in [17] becomes unsuitable for the measurement of GMAW weld pool because the instable pool will reflect most of the projected dots out of the scope of the positioned diffusive planes. Without enough captured dots, the weld pool shape could not be reconstructed by the method proposed in [17] .
In [18] , line pattern has been used to monitor the GMAW weld pool successfully. The three-dimensional (3-D) information of the welding pool surface is acquired by computing the distortion of the reflected laser lines during the welding process. The straight laser lines are projected onto the welding pool surface and then reflected and imaged on the properly positioned screen. Due to the change of the welding pool surface, the projected straight laser lines will be distorted differently. By processing the images and computing the distortion of the laser lines, 3-D information of the welding pool can be extrapolated. By studying how the straight laser lines are distorted by the welding pool surface, the reconstruction of the 3-D welding pool surface from the distorted laser lines can be achieved. Offline training of the reconstruction of 3-D information of welding pool surface from distorted laser lines will make it possible for real-time application. In other words, the reconstruction of welding pool surface can be achieved in real time by computing the distortion of reflected laser lines. Therefore, monitoring of the reflected laser line images for welding control becomes practical. This paper extends the research in [18] and adds an additional camera to calibrate the size of the weld pool in the world coordinate system. The captured images are also more comprehensive and include both noninterlaced laser lines and interlaced laser lines. The interlaced lines are caused when the weld pool changes more rapidly and irregularly. As a result, the laser lines tend to be fuzzier than the noninterlaced lines and more robust image processing algorithm is required. After segmentation, the discontinuity and interlace of the laser lines put forward higher requirement for the clustering method. In this paper, effective filtering and enhancement methods are proposed to preprocess the captured images. Then a global threshold is computed based on maximum slope difference of the histogram distribution. After the laser lines are segmented with the automatic computed threshold, clustering based on the slope direction of the line is proposed to identify each line robustly. This paper is organized as follows. First, the proposed monitoring system is described in Section II and some captured images by the established system are shown and evaluated. In Section III, a moving kernel filter computed from maximum likelihood estimation is designed to suppress the noise in the captured images. A difference operation is applied to enhance the captured images further based on modeling of the arc light intensity. Threshold selection method based on slope difference of the histogram distribution is proposed to segment the laser lines robustly. Finally, clustering method based on slope direction of the laser line is proposed to identify the laser lines robustly. In Section IV, more processing results are shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method and the results are discussed. Section V concludes the paper.
II. PROPOSED MONITORING SYSTEM
The diagram of the proposed imaging system is shown in Fig. 1 . A laser (Lasiris Powerline 500) is used to generate continuous laser lines which are projected onto the dynamic weld pool surface. The laser lines are reflected by the specular weld pool and imaged on the diffusive plane P1. The horizontal plane P0 on which the work piece lies is treated as the reference plane z = 0. During calibration, the laser lines are projected onto a horizontal diffusive plane and camera C1 is used to calculate the length of the straight laser lines and their distances to each other in the world coordinate system. Fig. 2 shows the captured laser line image by C1. From Fig. 2 , the lengths of the laser lines and their distances to each other could be calculated with MATLAB calibration toolbox [17] . Then the horizontal diffusive plane is replaced by a horizontal mirror plane which reflects the laser lines onto the vertical diffusive plane P1. The calibrated camera C2 is used to calculate the lengths of the imaged straight laser lines in the world coordinate system. Then the ratio of laser line on P1 over the laser line on P0 can be computed and it can be used to estimate the size of the weld pool during online monitoring.
An alternative way to estimate the size of the weld pool is based on the distances d i between each straight laser lines (Fig. 2) in the world coordinate system and the number N L of laser lines reflected onto P1. Then the size of the weld pool is estimated as
. After calibration, C1 is removed since it is hard to view the weld pool during welding directly due to the strong arc light. To acquire a better image, we also try to obtain orthogonal imaging and keep the camera C2, diffusive plane, and the laser projector in a straight line.
When the horizontal mirror plane is changed to the specular weld pool, the reflected lines will become curved due to the convex shape of the weld pool. Since the position of the reflected laser line is determined by both the depth and the normal of the specular surface, there is an ambiguity that needs to be solved before accurate measurement of the weld pool shape can be achieved. However, for the feedback control of GMAW welding process, an estimation of the weld pool shape is usually adequate because the shapes of the reflected laser lines appear to be regular when the weld pool is steady. A "Yes or No" judgment if the weld pool shape is regular is useful for control of the welding process.
Most importantly, the convexity of the reflected laser line can reflect the depth of the weld pool shape. Thus, it could be used for feedback control as [19] , in which the authors tried to control the metal transfer process and achieve one droplet per pulse by switching the current to base current after the droplet's detachment. They extracted the position of the droplet in pixel and matched the cycle of the movement with the current phase to achieve one droplet per pulse. Similarly, the cycle of the depth change or the cycle of the size change of the weld pool could be coupled with the current phase for the control purpose although quantitative results are needed to verify which, the convexity or the estimated weld pool size, is more effective for feedback control. We also use the same pulsed GMAW welding system as [19] and the welding current and voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) which are defined in [20] .
To compute the shape of the reflected line accurately, the image processing algorithm becomes critical, which is the research focus of this paper. Fig. 4 (a) and (b) shows two examples of the captured images by C2 during the monitoring. As can be seen, the images are fuzzy and the contrast is low, which indicates that the traditional threshold selection methods [22] - [27] will fail in segmenting the laser lines successfully. For instance, Fig. 4 (c) and (d) shows the segmenting results by the famous Otsu's threshold selection method [27] , while Fig. 4 (e) and (f) shows the segmenting results by the optimal threshold searched exhaustively offline. As can be seen, none of the segmentations are acceptable. Thus, more robust image processing method is needed for this class of images.
III. IMAGE PROCESSING
In this section, we describe the proposed image processing methods in detail. 
A. Image Filtering
To suppress the noise and increase the contrast of the captured images, a moving kernel filter computed from maximum likelihood estimation is proposed to smooth the image and reduce the fuzziness. We define the x coordinate, y coordinate, and the intensity of one point in the image as a 3-D point (X, Y, I) and define a kernel with size N × N .
For the nth point (X n , Y n , I n ) in the kernel, we make the spatial weight β n about 0.10 of its distance to the kernel's center point (X c , Y c , I c ) and it is formulated as follows:
where σ 2 is a constant and r n is the distance of the nth point to the kernel's center and it is computed as Since there are N × N points in the kernel, then all the weighting coefficients can be written as a diagonal matrix
We fit a plane to the points of the kernel which is formulated as
The error function is defined as
The above equation can be written in the matrix format as
where
Substitute (8) into (6) and we obtain its expansion as
To find a that makes the error function ε minimum, we differentiate the error function ε with respect to the coefficients a and make it zero
The solution of the above equation is
After the coefficient matrix a is known, the intensity value of the center point in the kernel is replaced by the fitted value
Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the filtered results of the captured images shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). As can be seen, the images become much clearer. We apply Otsu's method and manual exhaustive search method again and the results are shown in Fig. 5(c)-(f) . The segmentation results are still not acceptable due to the unevenness of the background caused by the arc light. To achieve an acceptable segmentation, the arc light impact on the image must be eliminated or suppressed effectively.
B. Image Enhancement
To suppress the arc light impact, we derive the physical model of the arc light as follows. The surface brightness I a of a specific position p on the imaging plane caused by the arc light is modeled by [21] 
where N is the surface normal at position p, α is the angle between the surface normal and the incident light, C denotes the color value, and I is the intensity of the incident light and it is formulated as
where r is the distance between the arc light center and position p, I 0 is the intensity of the arc light center, and S denotes the total power radiated from the center
where v is the spectral frequency of arc light, h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of the light, k is the Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature of arc light source which is determined by the welding current. Since the welding current is alternating, the temperature T changes accordingly with it. Consequently, the brightness I a at position p changes alternately from frame to frame in the time domain. In addition, the brightness at different position on the imaging plane varies with its distance r to the arc light center. With (13)- (15), the intensity caused by the arc light at one time can be formulated as
where C a is a constant for one frame and varies from frame to frame with the value of T .
To suppress the impact of arc light, we propose a difference operation based on the following analysis. Suppose there are two positions p 1 and p 2 with arc light caused intensities I a 1 and I a 2 , respectively, and their difference is formulated as From (18), it is seen that subtraction of the intensity at two different positions can suppress the arc light intensity (bad impact) effectively. Thus, we apply the difference (subtraction) operation in the column direction, subtract the nth row of the image from the (n + d)th row subsequently and a differenced image is acquired. Fig. 6 (a) and (b) demonstrates the strength of the difference or subtraction operation by plotting the intensity distribution of one column with three laser lines included. As can be seen, the laser lines become more distinguishable from the background. Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the differenced images and Fig. 7(c)-(f) shows the segmentation results by Otsu's method and manually search method. As can be seen, Otsu's method still does not work well, whereas the manual search method achieves an acceptable segmentation result, which indicates that the threshold selection method works for the differenced image. Thus, new automatic threshold selection method is needed.
C. Image Segmentation
Since only threshold selection method can meet real-time processing for this monitoring application, we will not discuss other segmentation techniques discussed in [22] - [26] . As the most popular threshold selection method, Otsu's method [27] is superior to other threshold selection methods considering both the accuracy and the efficiency. Thus, it is sufficient to show the segmentation results only by Otsu's method as the state of the art.
From the above sections, it is seen that Otsu's method fails in selecting an accurate threshold for this class of images. Thus, we propose a new threshold selection method based on slope variations of the histogram distribution and it is formulated as follows.
Step 1) Re-compute the grayscale range of the image as [1, 255] . Compute the normalized histogram distribution P (x) of the image as
j = arg max j∈ [1, 255] Nj (20) where N i denotes the frequency of the grayscale i and N j denotes the maximum frequency which occurs at j in the interval [1, 255]. Step 2) Transform P (x) by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
Step 3) Choose the low-frequency parts and eliminate the high-frequency parts as follows 
Transform from the frequency domain back into space-time domain by
P (x) is the smoothed histogram distribution corresponding to the low-frequency component from 0 to 10. Note that we choose the low-frequency interval as [0, 10] based on exhaustive experiments on a variety of typical images.
Step 4) For each point on the smoothed histogram distribution, there are two slopes, one on the left and the other on the right. We compute them by fitting a line model with 15 adjacent points at each side. The line model is formulated as
Two slopes at point i, a 1 (i), and a 2 (i), are then obtained from (25) .
Step 5) Compute the slope difference s(i) at point i
Set the derivative of s(x) to zero
Solving the above equation, we get the valleys V i ; i = 1, . . . , N v of the slope difference distribution. We choose the position where the valley V i has the maximum absolute value as the threshold point.
After the segmentation, we perform an opening morphology operation [22] to eliminate small noises and it is formuated as
where K denotes the segmented result by the threshold computed from maximum slope difference. J is the structure element which is chosen as [1] T in this research work. Fig. 8 shows the segmentation results by the proposed method. Fig. 8(a) and (b) demonstrates the process of the proposed threshold selection method. The red line denotes the histogram probability distribution and the red brown line denotes the slope differences that are originally smaller than zero and are reversed to be greater than zero with a minor sign. The green line denotes the derivative of the slope difference distribution. The red circles denote the valleys of the slope differences. In Fig. 8(a) , the maximum slope difference occurs at 27 while the maximum slope difference occurs at 29 in Fig. 8(b) . Thus, the selected thresholds are 27 and 29, respectively, for the two images. Fig. 8(c) and (d) shows the final segmentation results after morphological opening (24) . As can be seen, the automatic segmentation results are acceptable for further clustering processing.
D. Image Clustering
For the segmented laser lines, we need to identify them and then compute their convexities separately. By observing the distributions of the laser lines in the captured images, we see that there are no general regularities of the starting positions of the lines from the left side of the image or from the right side of the image. Consequently, it is hard to cluster each line from its starting position in the image. Thus, we divide the image into two parts, the left part and the right part, from the center and identify each line from the center toward the left side of the image and the right side of the image, respectively. When the laser lines in the two parts of the image are clustered, we combine them based on the continuity of the line and the vertical positions of the lines. The proposed clustering algorithm contains the following steps.
Step 1) Divide the segmented image into two parts: 1) the left image and 2) the right image.
Step 2) Cluster the laser lines in the left image first. Start from the right side of the image. Search from the top to the bottom and then from the right to the left. Find the first point with the value 1 and mark it as the start point of the ith laser line. Grow this laser line toward the left based on the following equation:
where P f is the fitted point along the slope of the previous N clustered points. P j−N , . . . , P j−1 . T d is the distance threshold determined offline.
Step 3) Cluster the laser lines in the right image and start from the left side of the image. Search from the top to the bottom and then from the left to the right. Find the first point with the value 1 and mark it as the start point of the ith laser line. Grow the laser line based on (25) .
Step 4) After all the laser lines in both the left and the right images are clustered, they are combined based on the starting positions of each laser lines in the two image parts. Fig. 9(a)-(f) shows the clustering results of the laser lines by the proposed algorithm. As can be seen, all the laser lines [18] . (h) Clustered interlaced lines by the method in [18] .
are identified successfully. To demonstrate the advantage of the proposed clustering method over the clustering method in [18] , we show the clustered results of [18] for the same interlaced lines in Fig. 9 (g) and (h). As can be seen, the clustering method proposed in [18] is not capable of clustering interlaced lines because it only considers the nearest neighboring property of pixels on the line and consequently easy to be trapped in the wrong direction. After all the laser lines are identified, they are modeled as a second-order curve by
c 1 determines the convexity of the laser lines and is useful for the feedback control.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experimental Results
The quality of the images with noninterlaced laser lines is usually better than that of the images with interlaced laser lines because the instable weld pool changes more rapidly and makes the reflected laser line more fuzzy. Thus, it is more difficult to segment and identify the interlaced laser lines. Hence, we provide the processing results of interlaced lines to verify the proposed image processing methods. Figs. 10-18 show the processing results of eight captured images with interlaced laser lines and one image without interlaced line. We show the intermediate results of the four critical parts of the proposed method: image filtering result in (b), image enhancement result in (c), image segmentation and image clustering results in (d). Due to the fuzziness of the interlaced laser lines, the discontinuity of the segmented lines can be very significant as shown in (d). However, the proposed clustering method can identify the discontinued laser lines successfully. From all these figures, it is seen that most parts of the laser lines can be segmented and identified successfully with the proposed methods, which is adequate to calculate the curvatures of them by (26) .
To validate the proposed method, we compute the lengths of the reflected laser lines in pixel in one image and choose the mean of all the lengths. We transform the mean length in pixel based on the calibrated ratio to millimeter. We segmented 30 typical images and plot the calculated mean lengths in millimeter in Fig. 19 . The average of all the ploted lengths is 9.34 mm. We then measure the lengths of some sampled sections in the produced weld seam [ Fig. 20(a) ] manually using a flexible ruler. The sampled lengths are plotted in Fig. 20(b) and the average of the sampled lengths is 8.84 mm. As can be seen, the two average lengths are close. 
B. Discussion
This paper extends the research in [18] and establishes the foundation for the method proposed in [17] to measure the GMAW weld pool. The major advantages of the proposed monitoring system and image processing methods over the past proposed monitoring system and image processing methods in [18] include the following. 1) An additional camera is used to calibrate the reference plane which the weld pool lies on. The weld pool size in the world coordinate system could then be estimated, which is not addressed by [18] . 2) For more accurate control, this calibration process together with the proposed image processing method forms the foundation for the method proposed in [17] to calculate the weld pool size with closed-form solutions. 3) The intensity caused by the arc light on the captured image is analyzed and modeled more theoretically in this paper. 4) The online computed threshold is more accurate than that of determined offline by [18] . In addition, the proposed threshold selection method is compared with state-of-theart method and its superiority is verified. 5) Besides images with noninterlaced laser lines, we also processed more comprehensive images with interlaced laser lines which have lower quality and are fuzzier. Thus the proposed segmentation method and clustering method are more effective than [18] . Most importantly, the clustering method proposed in [18] will not work for interlaced laser lines. The limitation of the monitoring and image processing methods proposed in this paper is that estimated convexity and weld pool size (length of the cross-section) instead of accurate weld pool shape [17] are computed and used as feedback control information. However, this paper establishes the foundation for the proposed method in [17] to measure the GMAW weld pool with closed-form solutions. In [17] , dot pattern instead of line pattern is used to achieve a clear corresponding relation between two images. The dot pattern is reflected by the steady GTAW weld pool and most dots can be used for the weld pool shape reconstruction. On the contrary, the melting of wire and transfer of metal into the pool makes GMAW weld pool very instable and irregular. Consequently, most of the projected dots will be reflected out of the scope of the diffusive plane which is positioned carefully to capture the reflected pattern. In this situation, line pattern becomes a better choice for its better resolution. The proposed image processing methods in this paper can be used directly by the proposed method in [17] , when it replaces the dot pattern with the line pattern. Thus, it forms the foundation for the method in [17] to measure the GMAW weld pool.
Compared to the other state-of-the-art structured lightbased monitoring systems [10] - [16] , the proposed system in this paper has the subsequent image processing algorithms to extract the feedback information robustly and automatically, which will definitely contributes to industrial monitoring [28] , [29] .
V. CONCLUSION
This paper aims at establishing a capability needed to monitor the GMAW weld pool for real-time control. To this end, a monitoring system with fully automatic image processing method is proposed. The proposed method comprises four parts: 1) a maximum likelihood filter that is designed to suppress the noise effectively; 2) a difference operation that is proposed to suppress the arc light impact effectively; 3) an automatic threshold selection method that is proposed to calculate an accurate threshold online; and 4) a robust clustering method that is proposed based on the slope of the laser lines. Both noninterlaced laser lines and interlaced laser lines are segmented and identified to validate the proposed methods. In addition, the proposed image processing method forms the foundation for the measurement of the weld pool shape with closed-form solutions.
